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MATCH: An Atom-Typing Toolset for Molecular Mechanics
Force Fields

Joseph D. Yesselman,[a] Daniel J. Price,[b] Jennifer L. Knight,[a] and Charles L. Brooks, III*[a,c]

We introduce a toolset of program libraries collectively titled

multipurpose atom-typer for CHARMM (MATCH) for the

automated assignment of atom types and force field parameters

for molecular mechanics simulation of organic molecules.

The toolset includes utilities for the conversion of multiple

chemical structure file formats into a molecular graph. A general

chemical pattern-matching engine using this graph has been

implemented whereby assignment of molecular mechanics atom

types, charges, and force field parameters are achieved by

comparison against a customizable list of chemical fragments.

While initially designed to complement the CHARMM simulation

package and force fields by generating the necessary input

topology and atom-type data files, MATCH can be expanded to

any force field and program, and has core functionality that

makes it extendable to other applications such as fragment-

based property prediction. In this work, we demonstrate the

accurate construction of atomic parameters of molecules within

each force field included in CHARMM36 through exhaustive

cross validation studies illustrating that bond charge increment

rules derived from one force field can be transferred to another.

In addition, using leave-one-out substitution it is shown that it is

also possible to substitute missing intra and intermolecular

parameters with ones included in a force field to complete the

parameterization of novel molecules. Finally, to demonstrate

the robustness of MATCH and the coverage of chemical

space offered by the recent CHARMM general force field

(Vanommeslaeghe, et al., J Comput Chem 2010, 31, 671), one

million molecules from the PubChem database of small

molecules are typed, parameterized, and minimized. VC 2011 Wiley

Periodicals, Inc. J Comput Chem 33: 189–202, 2012
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Introduction

The increasing availability of computing resources is reshaping

the researcher’s approach in the utilization of molecular simu-

lations for the modeling of proteins, nucleic acids, their

ligands, and inhibitors. It is now feasible, with the growth of

large libraries of drug-like compounds, to investigate receptor–

ligand binding poses and other properties using molecular

mechanics force fields in a high throughput manner.[1] A sig-

nificant barrier in this process, however, is the accurate genera-

tion of explicit intermolecular and intramolecular parameters

for novel potential drugs that are consistent with the biomo-

lecular force field utilized in modeling, the other components

of the system.[2,3] Modern force fields such as Chemistry at

HARvard Molecular Mechanics (CHARMM),[4,5] Assisted Model

Building with Energy Refinement (AMBER),[6,7] and Optimized

Potentials for Liquid Simulations (OPLS)[8] rely on empirical pa-

rameters and have been developed to yield accurate modeling

of conformational changes and noncovalent interaction ener-

gies for proteins and nucleic acids.[9,10] However, these force

fields do not contain all the required parameters to represent

drug-like molecules for studying receptor–ligand interactions.

Developers of the biomolecular force fields have adopted

different strategies to optimize the bonded and nonbonded

parameters and attempted to reproduce experimental data or

quantum mechanical properties of model compounds. There-

fore, it is unlikely that the combination of a particular biomo-

lecular force field with an arbitrary ligand force field would

yield properly balanced intermolecular interactions. Rather, it is

crucial that the small molecule parameters follow a similar

parameterization scheme to that which was used to develop

the biomolecular force field.[11] The most straightforward pa-

rameters that can be generalized to novel compounds are

those associated with the intramolecular energy terms (e.g.,

equilibrium values and force constants for bond lengths and

angles as well as optimal torsion angles, and the respective

barrier heights). Similarly, van der Waals parameters, the

atomic radii ri and energy well-depth ei, are often successfully

transferred among analogous atom types.[12] While small

changes in these parameters might significantly impact the

energy, they are not particularly sensitive to the bonded envi-

ronment of the molecule. In contrast, the partial charges that

are associated with each atom are the primary components in

the electrostatic energy terms and are significantly challenging

to transfer from one molecule to another due to their depend-

ence on both bonded and nonbonded chemical environment.
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Two main strategies have been suggested for generating

partial charge assignments that are compatible with current

biomolecular force fields. In one fixed-charge strategy, charges

are adopted for an entire molecule, often based on ab initio

calculations or parameterized methods that mimic these

charge distributions. A restrained electrostatic potential (RESP)

charge fitting procedure is advised for assigning partial

charges to novel ligands in a manner that is consistent with

the generalized AMBER force field.[3] Antechamber,[13] an auxil-

iary program in the AMBER molecular modeling suite of pro-

grams that uses coordinate and connectivity information to

assign atom and bond types for ligands based on atom and

bond type definition tables, can generate charges using RESP,

AM1 Mulliken, AM1-BCC, CM2, or Gasteiger charge methods.

In an alternative fixed-charge strategy, used by the CHARMM

and OPLS family of force fields, charge distributions of a mole-

cule are built-up from charges assigned to the component

fragments of the molecule. Halgren and Bush,[14] in developing

the Merck Molecular Force Field (MMFF94) force field, pro-

posed bond charge increment (BCI) ‘‘rules’’ in which optimal

charges are determined for fragments of molecules and these

fragments are then pieced together to construct charge distri-

butions for novel compounds. Several programs exist to assign

atom types and atomic partial charges based on the bonded

environment of the atom. These automated assignment pro-

grams convert a three-dimensional structure file into a repre-

sentation of the bonded environment, such as a connectivity

table of atoms and bonds. Patterns within this connectivity ta-

ble are identified as fragments for which atom types and par-

tial charges are associated. These programs differ in how the

bonded environment is determined, how the specific ‘‘rules’’

are defined for matching the fragments in the new molecule

with those of ‘‘known’’ fragments, and how the partial charges

are distributed throughout the molecule. For example, the mo-

lecular modeling package IMPACT[15] accepts a Protein Data

Bank (PDB) file format and automatically assigns atom types

and parameters for a wide range of organic molecules that are

consistent with the OPLS_2003 force field. For the entire mole-

cule, the partial atomic charges are assigned by distributing

any formal ionic charges over one or more atoms and then

adding contributions from the BCI parameters associated with

the chemical bonds. PRODRG,[16,17] through its web interface,

generates molecular topologies from a coordinate file and

assigns partial charge distributions from a molecule’s constitu-

tive fragments for use with the GROMOS force field.[18]

Recent developments in the CHARMM community have led

to the generation of small molecule parameters in a novel

force field denoted CHARMM general force field (CGENFF).

Although a notable step in the right direction, the chemical

space covered by the �400 molecules in CGENFF is limited

and still requires manual efforts to extend it to new molecules.

Our preliminary goal with this work was to develop a publicly

available solution for generating parameters for novel mole-

cules that are consistent with the CHARMM parameterization

scheme. We were interested not only in creating a way to pro-

cess molecules en masse within CHARMM, but also to develop

a tool to investigate the merits of different types of parameter-

ization choices and strategies. We developed a general

approach that extracts rules for both charging and parameter-

ization based on a library of topology and parameter files for

an existing biomolecular force field. This scheme then allows

for the fragments comprising existing parameters to be

applied or extrapolated to novel molecules in a fashion con-

sistent with the parameterization strategy or philosophy within

a given biomolecular force field. We have focused our efforts

on CHARMM; however, this approach and the multipurpose

atom-typer for CHARMM (MATCH) toolset can be used to

extract rules for charging and parameterization based on any

biomolecular force field.

A fundamental feature of the MATCH algorithm is the repre-

sentation of molecular structures as mathematical graphs. Che-

moinformatics has benefited greatly from the representation

of chemical structure as graphs, such as in ring identification

and characterizing chemical connectivity.[19] In particular, struc-

ture and substructure searching of chemical databases, such

as those performed on inventory or patent databases, auto-

mated retrosynthetic analyses, property prediction, quantita-

tive structure-activity/toxicity/property relationship analyses,

visualization, and similarity/diversity analyses are applications

with chemical pattern recognition solutions.[20–23] The unique

chemical environment defining an atom type can also be

depicted in graph form, enabling a chemical characteristic

comparison between a library of known atom type definitions

and atoms in a novel compound. Furthermore, additional

operations are vastly simplified while functioning within a

graph reference frame, including: quantification of the similar-

ity of chemical environment between atom types within a

given force field, atomic ring identification, and identification

of atoms requiring improper angles to enforce accurate geom-

etry. Much of the next section will be devoted to discuss the

implementation of mathematical graphs within MATCH.

At present, we will demonstrate the utility of MATCH and

discuss the primary components comprising the software

package. MATCH supports every force field currently imple-

mented in CHARMM36 (i.e., force fields specific for proteins,

nucleic acids, lipids, carbohydrates, ethers, and model small

molecules). Here, we demonstrate two primary functions of

the MATCH toolset. First, we show how MATCH is used to

extract fragment-based atom types and associated BCI rules.

More specifically, we discuss how MATCH constructs libraries

that contain definitions for the chemical environments

described by the force field topology files for a given force

field as well as the schemes for assigning partial charges to

these atom type definitions. Second, we illustrate how MATCH

is used to generate force-field specific MATCH libraries. These

libraries are shown to be self-consistent with existing CHARMM

force fields by their ability to reproduce atomic charges con-

tained in the force field that was used to infer the rules. In

addition, the viability of parameter substitution to determine

missing parameters and thereby enabling complete parameter-

ization will be demonstrated through a leave-one-out substitu-

tion study. Our benchmark for the transferability of rules

learned from a force field will be the charging and parameter-

ization of the molecules in other existing force fields. We then
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directly compare computed values to existing ones and mea-

sure how well the results are correlated. This exhaustive exer-

cise, using each existing CHARMM force field to charge and

parameterize the other, demonstrates the ability of the meth-

ods implemented in MATCH in generalizing a force field repre-

sentation. Finally, the parameterization of one million small

molecules from the PubChem database[24] with the implemen-

tation of the CGENFF-based libraries within MATCH illustrates

the scope and potential of MATCH in real world usage.

MATCH Strategies and Components

MATCH is a suite of tools that has been developed for con-

structing molecular fragment-based libraries and BCI rules to

be utilized for the extension of a given biomolecular force

field. There are two distinct applications of the MATCH toolkit:

(i) the utilization of atom-type molecular fragment and BCI

rule libraries in the charging and parameterization of novel

molecules and (ii) the tools required to assemble these libra-

ries as well as the generation of rules to allow substitution of

parameters to assist in the parameterization of new molecules.

The procedure in which MATCH extends a force field to a

novel molecule is illustrated in Figure 1. Development of the

MATCH libraries of fragments for atom typing and bond incre-

ment rules are illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Here,

we explore the ability of MATCH, with some expert interven-

tion, to effectively construct force field specific MATCH libra-

ries, which is to ‘‘learn’’ atom type definitions and BCI rules

from multiple CHARMM force fields. We also investigate the

ability of MATCH to use these libraries and the substitution

rules to parameterize molecules in different force fields.

Molecular graphs

Molecular graphs are assembled using the supplied connectiv-

ity information (CONECT lines in a PDB file, a CHARMM Resi-

due Topology File (RTF) file, a bond list for MOL2, MOL, and

SDF, etc) or predicted using the atomic coordinates and bond-

ing rules based on atomic radii. As described by Downs

et al.,[25] molecular graphs are constructed as labeled, directed,

connected graphs, where each atom is represented by a vertex

and stores information about itself including element, number

of bonds, ring membership, and pointers to neighboring

atoms. For small molecules (less then 10 atoms) a graph repre-

sents the entire molecule; however, due to the computational

expense of constructing these graphs for larger molecules, a li-

mitation was imposed such that atoms greater than 10 bonds

away are not included in the definitions of the chemical envi-

ronment of a given atom. This limitation was arbitrarily set to

Figure 1. Overview of the MATCH algorithm. All major algorithm compo-

nents discussed in the article appear in bold.

Figure 2. Overview of the process of developing atom type molecular

fragments for a given force field, which is the basis of MATCH’s atom

typing engine.
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10 as a compromise between accuracy and efficiency. In fact,

the chemical space characterization of all atom types in this

study does not extend further than three to four bonds away

(see atom type declarations in MATCH). The molecular graph is

then expanded following a breadth-first algorithm.[26] Starting

from one atom, each atom to which it is bonded in then

added to the tree; atoms to which they are bonded and are

not yet included in the tree are then added and so on until all

atoms in the molecule are either represented in the tree or 10

bonds away. The end result is a branched data structure that

allows for tree comparisons and other operations, which are

crucial to the workings of MATCH. The process is repeated for

each atom as the head vertex. While a bond is not normally

considered directional, an artificial directionality is imposed by

this representation and is harnessed in algorithms that will be

discussed later. For clarity, atoms occurring higher in the depth

of the tree are considered the parent, while bonded atoms

that are added beneath are considered to be children. The

only exception to this definition is in cyclic compounds, where

two connected atoms may be positioned such that they are at

the same depth. In this case, the first atom to be traversed is

considered to be the parent of the other.

Calculating whether one molecular graph is similar enough

to another to be considered a ‘‘match’’ is a fundamental pro-

cess in atom typing. The procedure to do this is straightfor-

ward: For two graphs to be considered a match, each node of

the smaller graph (i.e., the atom type fragment) must exist

within the larger graph (i.e., the molecular graph within the

new molecule with the current atom being the head node)

with the same connectivity. The procedure is analogous to a

typical tree data-structure comparison in which the compari-

son is initiated at the head nodes. Confirming a match is a

two-step process: first, features such as ring membership, aro-

maticity, etc., of the nodes of the smaller graph must be con-

tained in the nodes of the larger graph. Second, the element

and number of bonds of each node must be consistent. This

process continues until the smaller graph has all of its nodes

matched or until one node is unable to be matched to a node

in the other graph. Occasionally, there are two possible

matches for a node; when this occurs, the children of both

potential matches are compared to the node’s children in a

recursive manner until a difference is identified or the graphs

are found to be identical.

Ring detection

Identification of ring membership is crucial in the atom typing

process of MATCH due to the specificity of atom types that are

only found in rings. Ring discovery has received considerable

attention in the literature because of its computational

demands.[19] Much of the algorithmic development in this area

has focused on the identification of subsets of rings that have

particular meaning in some applications, for example, in the

analysis of synthetic pathways.[27] In this situation, exhaustive

enumeration of rings is required for accurate atom typing due

to the fact that atom types are ring specific. The algorithm

developed here relies heavily on the use of molecular graphs

discussed earlier and is based on the works described by

Tiernan[28] on mathematical graph circuit detection. The ele-

ments of our ring detection algorithm are as follows: each heavy

atom with more than one bond is considered in turn unless the

atom has already been detected as being part of a ring. The ring

detection algorithm is a breadth-first search[26] that traverses

the molecular graph of the atom being considered. During each

iteration of the search, each path is extended to new heavy

atoms, the path that is currently the closest in level to the start-

ing point will always be selected to be followed first (see Fig. 4).

On reaching the start atom with the path containing more than

two atoms, successful termination is reached and all atoms that

were traversed along the path are marked with ring member-

ship. Failed termination is reached when each path covers more

than 50% of the molecule and is more than 50% away (by

depth) from the start, making it impossible to successfully

return to the starting point.

This algorithm is very fast, requiring only one atom in a ring

to be searched. It also prevents duplicate identification of

rings. While other ring detection algorithms have been shown

to be more efficient,[19] this algorithm was selected because of

its reliance on molecular graphs. In fact, most of the computa-

tional efforts in MATCH are for the construction of the molecu-

lar graph and the typing, charging, and parameterization of

Figure 3. Overview of the process of extracting the BCI rules for a given

force field.

Figure 4. Depiction of the usage of the molecule graphs to our advantage

in determining rings. Here when given the choice between two directions

the ring detection algorithm will always follow the path of lowest level

from the starting atom.
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novel molecules. Therefore, ring detection is not the computa-

tional bottleneck of MATCH and, thus, the decision to imple-

ment this ring detection algorithm does not hinder the

performance.

Molecular fragment-based atom typing

Converting molecules into mathematical graph form enables

the direct comparison of the local chemical environment of

one atom to another and the quantitative evaluation of the

similarity between the two structures. Continuing with this

ideology, the chemical space that defines an atom type can be

represented as a molecular fragment. We define a molecular

fragment as a group of connected atomic nodes that contain

the required atomic features that describe the chemical space

of the atom type (i.e., atomic element, number of bonds, ring

membership, etc). These molecular fragments have the same

properties as the graphs that are built for actual molecules

and thus can be compared in a similar procedure. Adopting

this philosophy of representing distinct chemical space as a

molecular fragment reduces the atom typing process to one

of tree comparison, in which the largest molecular fragment

that completely matches an atom’s molecular graph is

assigned to that atom. The library of atom type molecular

fragments is preserved in super smiles string format with simi-

larities to the implementation by Bone et al.[29]

In super smiles string notation, each atom is represented by

its chemical element plus its number of bonds. More specific

information is appended to the end of the string. Examples of

super smiles format are displayed in Table 1. The ‘‘!’’ attribute

denotes no ring membership whereas the ‘‘%’’ attribute indi-

cates ring membership and is followed by the ring size and

aromaticity. Connectivity between atoms is denoted by paren-

theses, where atoms within a parenthesis are bound and con-

sidered to be children to the one outside. The decision to

describe atom type molecular fragments in this representation

is to allow for effortless management of MATCH atom type

force field libraries. It is a straightforward process to modify or

add new atom types to an existing library or to create entirely

new ones. In this study, we demonstrate how atom types in

the CHARMM force fields can be represented by molecular

fragments. Certainly, this strategy can be extended to repre-

sent other biomolecular force fields.

BCI rules

Inspection of atomic charges in commonly used force fields

suggest that they often follow BCI rules.[5] Bond increments

are a description of the magnitude and direction of charge of

the covalent bonding of two atoms. Decomposing the atomic

charges of a molecule into these increments yields a set of

generalized rules based on the type of the atoms in the bond.

Once these rules are identified they can be extended and

applied to new molecules.

Development of BCI rules has been implemented in the

past for other force fields such as in MMFF94. In their

approach they globally optimized a set of rules through an

iterative process that best fit the training set.[14] While this is a

valid approach and was considered when investigating charg-

ing rules in MATCH, it was discarded due to the inability to

precisely reproduce the training charges in force fields such as

CGENFF (data not shown). In addition, our goal is consistency:

to preserve the charging rules found in the protein and

nucleic acid force fields as much as possible. Our approach is

consistent with our fragment-based atom typing procedure

and accurately reproduces partial charge assignments in all

CHARMM force fields.

Empirical force fields generally reuse atom types for bonded

parameter assignments despite slightly different charge distri-

butions. For example, in the CHARMM protein force field most

methylenes transfer �0.09 electron units of charge from each

of the two aliphatic hydrogens onto the adjacent carbon; how-

ever, for methylenes adjacent to a primary ammonium this in-

crement is �0.05 electron units, despite the fact that identical

atom types are used to describe the respective carbon and

hydrogen atoms. This discrepancy is dealt with in MATCH by

conducting a secondary level of atom typing. During the de-

velopment of BCI from a force field, if there are multiple solu-

tions exist for a given pair of bonded atom types, the most

frequently used BCI is stored as the default increment rule and

the infrequent ones are stored separately as refining increment

rules. These refining increments are associated with a molecu-

lar fragment as found in the atom typing process. This frag-

ment is the description of the chemical environment that is

correlated with the divergent increment rule. During the

charging procedure, MATCH considers the refining increment

rules and checks to see that the corresponding chemical envi-

ronment matches the current local connectivity of the mole-

cule: if so, the refining increment rule is applied instead of the

default rule.

The simplest case to describe the magnitude and direction

of charge in the covalent bonding of two atoms involves a ter-

minal atom, that is, when one of the atoms has only one cova-

lent bond. In a neutral system, it is straightforward to deter-

mine the bond increment between a terminal atom and its

bonding partner: it must be the terminal atom’s assigned

atomic charge balanced by an equal and opposite signed

charge assigned to its bonding partner. For example, most

aliphatic hydrogen atoms bound to aliphatic carbons have a

charge of 0.09 in the CHARMM force field, and this yields

Table 1. Examples of the syntax of the super smiles strings used to

represent atoms within MATCH encoded molecular fragments.

Smiles string Atoms matched

* Any atom

C.4 Carbon atoms with four bonds

!N.3 Aliphatic nitrogens atoms with three bonds

O Any oxygen atom

[^C] Not a carbon atom

S.2% Sulfur ring atoms with two bonds

C.3%6,6 Carbons atoms with three bonds in 2 six membered rings

N.3%6A Nitrogen atoms with three bonds in a six

membered aromatic ring

C.4%5N Carbon atoms with four bonds in a five

membered nonaromatic ring

Multipurpose Atom-Typer for CHARMM
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charge increments of þ0.09 and �0.09 to the hydrogen and

carbon atoms, respectively. Unfortunately, as the number of

bonds increase it becomes increasingly difficult to deconvolute

the charge relationship in each bond. The solution we

adopted is to disassemble a molecule by removing terminal

atoms and subtracting their respective BCIs. Returning to the

example of the aliphatic hydrogen atoms, the procedure

would involve removing the terminal hydrogen atoms

and subtracting the charge from the BCI (i.e., subtracting

�0.09 e�) from the remaining carbon atom. This process effec-

tively nullifies the bond between the hydrogen and carbon

and reduces the number of bonds in which the carbon atom

participates. If the carbon atom is a methyl carbon, it would

now be rendered a terminal atom with a charge reduced by

�0.27 e�. This iterative procedure of nullifying bonds and

adjusting the charges allow the parameterization of a large

portion of the BCIs. However, atom types that are exclusively

contained in rings fail to yield BCIs through this method. Thus,

two follow-up algorithms have been implemented to deal

with ring atom types. The first algorithm is used for rings with

‘‘symmetry’’ points in which one atom is bonded to two atoms

with the same type. In this case, it is possible to break the

ring at this ‘‘symmetry’’ point and establish the BCI rules by

assuming that each of the bonds contributes exactly half of

the charge of the atom bonded to both of them. The second

algorithm is used for rings in which no symmetry exists for

any ring atom; in this case, a previously determined BCI is

used to break the ring. If all the charge is accounted for by

existing rules then it is accepted as the correct increment.

Using the methods described above it is possible to delineate

the vast majority of BCI rules for a given force field. The minor-

ity of compounds in a force field whose BCIs can not be

deconvoluted with these methods can be examined on a case-

by-case basis. In these situations, it is usually possible to take

existing increment rules and apply them to these molecules

checking to see if all the charge is accounted for.

Parameter generation

For a molecule to be successfully represented by a force field,

it requires intramolecular parameters for the bond, angle, and

dihedral energy contributions and intermolecular parameters:

atomic partial charges and van der Waals parameters describ-

ing the nonbonded energy contributions. Assignment of

atomic charges was covered in the previous section; we will

now discuss generation of the remaining parameters. Produc-

ing all required bond parameters for a novel compound in

MATCH is trivially accomplished by removing duplicates from

the list of bonded atom types that was already acquired dur-

ing the process of assigning atomic partial charges and by

identifying the corresponding parameters for these bonded

atom types in the parameter file. To produce the required

angle parameters, each bond is traversed and the neighboring

bonded atom is added to each side, growing out a bond into

an angle. The same procedure is repeated with angles to

obtain all required dihedral angles. The required parameters

are then added to the new compound’s own parameter file.

Parameters that do not exist in the parent force field parame-

ter file are generated via substitution of the best-fit parameter.

No force field contains parameters of all chemical space;

therefore, means to ‘‘interpolate’’ within or ‘‘extrapolate’’

beyond the parameterized chemical space are necessary. Our

solution is to identify existing parameters that ‘‘best fit’’ the

required parameter through a form of parameter substitution.

On examination of atom types in a given force field it is appa-

rent that some types are more similar than others. For exam-

ple, investigating the CHARMM36 protein force field, it is evi-

dent that a correlation exists between atom types. CT1, an

aliphatic carbon bonded to one hydrogen, shares many of the

same bond, angle, and dihedral parameters as CT2, also an ali-

phatic carbon but bonded to two hydrogen atoms. This is

unlikely coincidental: atom types that share a similar chemical

space should also have similar bonded parameters. From care-

ful analysis of the chemical space of atom types basic rules

can be derived. First, aliphatic types behave more similarly to

other aliphatic types then they do to atoms that have ring

membership. Second, the number of bonds a type has also

affects how similar parameters are to each other: types that

share the same number of bonds have more similar angle and

dihedral parameters. Keeping these basic observations in

mind, it is possible to create a score describing how one type

is related to another based on comparison of the molecular

fragment representations used for typing. The use of this sub-

stitution method vastly increases the number of molecules

that can be assimilated into the working force field. A brief

overview of how the relatedness between types is built is: the

molecular fragment of each atom type is compared and the

overlap between the two is computed. Special penalties are

put in place to distinguish the score of atom types only found

in rings from atom types that are only found in aliphatic

chains and the reverse case. These scores are preserved in text

format that may also be altered by users if desired.

Substitution is available during both the atom charging and

parameter generation stages in MATCH. In both cases the pro-

cedure is equivalent. For example, if there is a bond between

atom type A and B, but the corresponding bonded parameters

do not exist in the force field parameter file, the relation ma-

trix will be queried. Each existing bond parameter is scored in

the simple fashion of how closely its first atom type is related

to A and how closely its second is related to B; the reverse is

also considered. The relatedness is 1 if the atom types are the

same and is 0 if the two atom types have neither the same

element nor the same bond number; the summation of the

relatedness of each pair is the score. The bond parameters

with the highest score are selected as the substitution param-

eters for this new pair of bonded atom types.

Program organization

MATCH supports a wide variety of molecular formats, (PDB,

MOL2, MOL, SDF, and RTF) and exports CHARMM formatted PDBs

for files supplied in non-PDB formats. The core algorithms of the

MATCH toolset have been implemented in Perl. Perl was chosen

to maximize portability. MATCH is a small package that utilizes

J. D. Yesselman et al.
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PerlChemistry, another package for more general applications of

identifying similar connectivity between molecules, renaming

atoms given a chemical environment (e.g., the naming conven-

tion used in RESP[7]), or averaging charges over atoms with identi-

cal connectivity. PerlChemistry is a set of Perl packages that pro-

vides object representations such as atom, bond and molecule.

This distinction was planned so PerlChemistry can exist inde-

pendently from MATCH and allows users to have access to the

molecular graph application programming interface (API). Sev-

eral examples of applications of molecular graphs are provided

as part of the distribution.

The key properties of the MATCH package are contained in a

single Perl package called MATCHer.pm, which allows users to

write additional scripts to facilitate any of the algorithms dis-

cussed in this article in the context of other force fields. The

default script, MATCH.pl, provides the core functions of atom typ-

ing, charging and parameter determination that are associated

with the processes depicted in Figure 1. All the MATCH force field

libraries discussed in this article are included in the current ver-

sion of the MATCH package. The MATCH package is supplied to-

gether with basic usage instructions under a GNU license and can

be downloaded at http://brooks.chem.lsa.umich.edu/software.

Methods

Constructing force field-specific MATCH libraries via MATCH

Force field-specific MATCH libraries were constructed via MATCH
based on the CHARMM36 topology files: top_all22_prot,
top_all27_na, top_all35_carb, top_all35_ethers, top_all36_cgenff
and top_all36_lipid. For each force field the molecular fragments
for each atom type were constructed through an iterative optimi-
zation procedure. Using a given force field the goal is to correctly
assign types for all the atoms within the force field. The main con-
cern in this process is to avoid mistyping by incorrectly making
one type cover the space of another. To avoid this, atom types
were grouped together by the atom element and bond number
and were developed simultaneously. That is, each time there was
a modification of a fragment, each atom that was of the group’s
element and number of bonds was typed and if there were fewer
mistypings this change was accepted. This was repeated until
there were no mistypings. Most aliphatic atom types have rather
distinct chemical space and, thus, required a few rounds of opti-
mization. On the other hand, it was more difficult to create the
optimal set of fragments for atom types that are exclusively
based in rings and, thus, these atom types required multiple
rounds of optimization. The Perl script TestBuildTypeStrings.t
that is required for this optimization is provided in the MATCH
package distribution for future optimizations and development
of atom-type fragments for new force fields. Another challenge in
this optimization scheme is keeping the atom-type fragments as
general as possible while preserving their unique chemical
environment.

For each force field that contained residue patches, each
patch was applied if it increased the chemical space of the set
(i.e., added new atom types or bond increment rules) or was
necessary to correct polymer connectivity. By default, the N-
terminus (NTER) and C terminus (CTER) patches were applied
to the protein force field residues and the 5TER and 3TER
patches were applied to the nucleic acid force field residues.

With the exception of CGENFF, all molecules in the topology files
were included in the process of constructing the force field-spe-
cific MATCH libraries. In total, 53 of the 415 molecules in the
CGENFF topology file were eventually excluded. There were
three primary categories of molecules that were excluded: mole-
cules containing a fused ring that would require all bond incre-
ments to be refined as a result of charge smearing; molecules
containing a conjugated alkene chain which has alternating
CG2DC1 and CG2DC2 atom type designations but the same
chemical environment; and molecules that have a connectivity
of two atom types A and B such that AABAAABAA, which
would require simultaneous refinement of the AAB bond incre-
ment. The latter two categories of molecules have been incorpo-
rated into the most recent version of the CGENFF MATCH libra-
ries, but were not used in this study.

Bond increments were extracted from each force field topol-
ogy file in an automated fashion as discussed in the previous
section, and can be reproduced in MATCH using GenerateBon-
dIncrementRules.pl. Refinement bond increments were added
to fix obvious exceptions to the BCIs, for example, where the
default BCIs could not reproduce the charge distributions in
the molecules, and were usually small in number, with excep-
tion of CGENFF. In addition to the compounds that were
excluded when constructing the CGENFF-specific MATCH libra-
ries, several other compounds in the CGENFF topology file do
not obey clear bond increment rules. With additional refine-
ment rules, however, it was possible to reliably reproduce
charges for these compounds.

Extrapolating and interpolating force field parameters via

MATCH libraries

Both the self-validation and cross-validation of atomic charge
was conducted with the same procedure (TestIncrements.pl). To
assess the ability of the MATCH libraries to extrapolate and inter-
polate to new contexts, MATCH libraries of force field A were
used to assign charges to the atoms of each molecule in force
field B. Molecular graphs of each molecule in B were constructed
and each molecule object was duplicated, but with all atom
types and charges removed. Each molecule copy was then typed
using the MATCH libraries based on force field A’s atom type mo-
lecular fragments. If any of the atoms could not be typed, the
algorithm proceeded to the next molecule. On successful com-
pletion of the atom type assignments, BCIs were applied to
assign atomic charges. The differences between the original and
assigned charges for atoms in molecules that were successfully
charged were computed. For the self-validation analyses, A and
B were the same force field. A similar procedure is in place for
comparing the atomic parameters of one force field compared
to another and is performed using TestParameters.pl. Analysis
was also completed on atoms that could be completely
charged/parameterized regardless of whether its entire molecule
could be (Supporting Information Table S1 and S2).

High-throughput small molecule parameterization

PubChem small molecules were obtained from the PubChem
database in MOL2 format. Since submission of molecules is
random and we are interested in the chemical space that can
be covered using MATCH we took the first million of the �26
million molecules that met the following criteria: molecular
weight <600 Da and contained exclusively elements H, C, N,
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O, F, P, S, Cl, Br, and/or I. Molecules that fit these criteria were
processed by MATCH using the CGENFF force field-based
MATCH libraries. If force field generation was successful, the
molecule was minimized in CHARMM using steepest descent
minimization for 100 steps with nonbonded cutoffs that are
defined in the protein force field. Finally, the root mean square
deviation (RMSD) between the minimized structure and origi-
nal structure was calculated.

Results and Discussion

Recapitulating BCI rules

This novel suite of MATCH tools includes facilities to aid in

developing force field-specific MATCH libraries that are learned

from a given biomolecular force field, and to generate sets of

parameters for novel compounds that are consistent with this

force field in a short amount of time. Here, we explore the

ability of MATCH with some expert intervention to effectively

construct force field specific MATCH libraries, which is to

‘‘learn’’ atom type definitions and BCI rules from multiple

CHARMM force fields. We also investigate the ability of MATCH

to use these libraries and the substitution rules to parameter-

ize molecules in different force fields. Figure 5 summarizes the

results for the MATCH-assigned partial charges for each atom

compared to that in the original CHARMM topology file. The

plots along the diagonal in Figure 6 represent the results for

the self-consistency study in which MATCH repredicts the

properties of the force field on which the MATCH libraries

Figure 5. The x-axis denotes the reference force fields while the y-axis is the force field libraries within MATCH. The numbers in the top left corners of

each graph indicate the number of molecules that were successfully charged using a given MATCH library. Additional information can be found in Support-

ing Information Tables S1 and S2.
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were based. The off-diagonal plots represent the results from

the cross validation study in which MATCH interpolates and

extrapolates parameters and atom type assignments from a

different force field.

First, the results from the self-consistency study demonstrate

that MATCH successfully recapitulates the atomic charges in

the CHARMM topology files. It would be difficult to get such

excellent agreement without also capturing the correct atom

types. All force fields were flawlessly reproduced with the

exception of the carbohydrate force field and CGENFF. In the

carbohydrate force field there is a small discrepancy for the

increments between atom types: CC2O3 and OC2D3, which

exists in both D-psicose and ketose. In the original topology

file, the assigned charges for these atoms are quite different

from each other leading MATCH to learn radically different

bond increment rules. On inspection the chemical connectivity

appears identical but the stereochemistry is D compared to L,

which alters the proximity between the ketone and the

hydroxyl groups and, thus, may affect the charge distribution

assigned to the ketone. This makes it impossible to create a

refining bond increment rule to assign different increments in

each case as the application requires a unique chemical envi-

ronment to discriminate. As mentioned in the Methods sec-

tion, CGENFF molecules whose partial charge assignments

were clearly not consistent with bond increment rules were

omitted from the ‘‘learning’’ phase in which the CGENFF-based

MATCH libraries were constructed. After removal of these mol-

ecules there remained a few that had a bond increment that

could not be refined with a fragment, as it was not possible to

isolate a unique chemical environment; this is the cause of the

relatively few outliners that appear and primarily involved

fused ring systems. Consequently, charges for these molecules

are not reproduced exactly, but are still of very high quality.

Second, the cross-validation study illustrates how MATCH

libraries can be extended to generate parameters for novel

compounds. Starting with the protein force field, which con-

tains only atom types and bond increment rules designed for

the amino acids, the rules are successfully generalized out to a

significantly larger chemical space. This is illustrated primarily

in typing and charging CGENFF molecules with the top_all22_

prot force field, in which over 59% of the molecules in CGENFF

were successfully processed in MATCH. The R2 correlation

between the MATCH-assigned atomic charges and those found

in the CGENFF topology file is 0.94. The average unsigned

error is 0.024 electron units while the percentage unsigned

error is 16.0%. While the ability of the MATCH libraries based

on the CHARMM protein topology file to be successfully

extended to other small molecules is very promising, it is

worth considering why certain CGENFF molecules were unable

to be processed in MATCH. The most significant contributor is

the lack of necessary atom types for atoms of elements that

are not included in the protein force field. Almost 19% of

CGENFF, that is 64 molecules, contain elements P, F, Cl, Br, I,

and these elements are not present in the protein force field.

The remaining CGENFF molecules that could not be processed

with MATCH failed because it was not possible to construct a

substitution for a necessary bond increment rule to complete

the atomic charges. While the substitution rules can be further

generalized, the quality of both atomic charges and parame-

ters will suffer.

The MATCH libraries based on the protein force field suc-

cessfully processed all of the molecules contained in the car-

bohydrate and ether force fields. The R2 correlation between

the MATCH-assigned and original atomic charges was 1.0 and

0.99 for the carbohydrate and ether force fields, respectively.

The average percentage error in atomic charge for molecules

in the carbohydrate force field was 2.6% while that for mole-

cules in the ether force field was 14.2%. The high quality of

these results is not surprising since both of these force fields

represent a narrow chemical space and it is mostly covered by

the chemical space found in the side chains of the amino

Figure 6. (A) The correlation between the solvation energy calculated

using the charges and parameters found in the CGENFF topology and pa-

rameter files compared to the solvation energy calculated using the

MATCH computed protein charges and parameters. There are two distinct

outliers, for which MATCH computed the incorrect formal charge. Remov-

ing these outliers yields an average error of 2.2 kcal/mol. (B) The correla-

tion between the solvation energy calculated using the charges and

parameters found in the protein topology and parameter files compared

to the MATCH computed CGENFF charges and parameters. Excellent agree-

ment is achieved in this test: an average unsigned error of 0.6 kcal/mol.
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acids. However, the MATCH libraries based on the protein force

field had more limited success in extending coverage to the

nucleic acid and the lipid force fields. Only adenine and cyti-

dine in the nucleic acid force field were successfully parame-

terized with MATCH: though the R2 correlation and average

unsigned error between the computed and existing charges is

excellent at 0.97 and 0.035 electron units, respectively. None

of the molecules in the lipid force field was successfully para-

meterized with MATCH because every lipid molecule has a

phosphate head group and the protein force field does not

contain any atom types for phosphorus.

CGENFF is the most chemically diverse force field; this is

partly due to the inclusion of the model compounds from

each of the other force fields. This diversity suggests that a

large portion of the chemical space of the other force fields

could be covered when generating molecular fragments for

the atom types and the bond increment rules based on

CGENFF. This hypothesis is supported by the results of typing

and charging molecules from the other force fields with the

MATCH libraries developed from CGENFF. MATCH was able to

successfully parameterize all compounds from the other force

fields and reproduced the partial atomic charges very reliably.

In fact, for the charges assigned to the 7570 atoms there is an

average unsigned error of 0.0013 charge units, an average per-

centage error of 1.0%, and an R2 correlation with the existing

charges of 1.0. This level of agreement has profound implica-

tions for further development of MATCH. As mentioned earlier,

there are model compounds from each of the other force

fields within CGENFF. These compounds have led to accurate

generation of the BCI rules that are shared with all the other

force fields, suggesting that extending the chemical space can

be accomplished by adding few model compounds that repre-

sent the desired novel chemical connectivity. For example, a

huge library of novel scaffolds can be parameterized by per-

forming quantum chemical optimizations on the simplest rep-

resentations of new connectivity and then extracting the nec-

essary bond increments to develop the rules necessary to

parameterize the entire set.

The lipid force field is the second largest in terms of the

number of atoms next to CGENFF and is the only other force

field that has the atom types and bond increments that are

necessary to type and parameterize some of the protein force

field. Using the lipid force field libraries within MATCH, 50% of

the protein force field could be parameterized with an average

percentage error for atomic charges of 6.19% and an R2 of

0.99. The majority of the error comes from attempting to

parameterize phenylalanine without aromatic atom types. It is

interesting that there is an overlap of chemical space between

the head groups of lipids and amino acid backbone and side

chains. For the carbohydrate force field near complete parame-

terization was possible, with an average percentage error of

3.0% and an R2 of 0.99. This agreement is excellent and further

illustrates the power of extrapolating the bond increment

rules. Lipids contain no ring-specific atom types and yet

MATCH is still able to correctly recapitulate the atomic charges

of the carbohydrate force field, which are primarily sugar rings.

With the lipid force-field-based MATCH libraries, all but one

molecule in the ether force field could be parameterized. The

error of 27% and R2 of 0.97 indicates that the atomic charges

were not computed flawlessly. Most of the error stems from

the lack of an atom type that is specific for ether chemical

space; the closest one that exists is for an ester oxygen. Simi-

larly, only 40.4% of the CGENFF molecules were successfully

parameterized with the lipid-based MATCH libraries, with an

average percentage error of 27% and an R2 of 0.96 for atomic

charges. As with the protein force field, attempts to parame-

terize aromatic rings lead to error. However, the largest errors

come for ribose atoms. C30 has some of the largest error with

an original charge of 0.01 and a computed charge of 0.16 a

percentage error of 1600%. This further reiterates the need for

a quality control method, or cut off where parameter substitu-

tions may be too unreliable.

The CHARMM nucleic acid, carbohydrate and ether force

fields cover significantly less chemical space than the protein

and CGENFF force fields and, thus, far fewer compounds were

successfully processed with the MATCH libraries based on

these force fields. For example, the nucleic acid force field-

based MATCH libraries were able to type and parameterize

�36% of the molecules within the CGENFF force field and 11

molecules in the carbohydrate force field. However, the partial

charge assignments for the successfully processed molecules

are very high: with R2 of 1.0 and 0.93 for the carbohydrate

and CGENFF molecules, respectively, and with an average per-

centage error of 5.0% and 28.5%, respectively. In addition, the

nucleic acid force field was also able to parameterize six of the

ether molecules with an average percentage error of 11.7%

and R2 of 0.99. The decrease in coverage as compared to the

protein and CGENFF force fields is not surprising as the nucleic

acid force field does not include as many aliphatic atom types.

In fact, most of the aliphatic groups in the nucleic acid based

MATCH libraries come from select patches that modulate the

purine and pyrimidine groups. Similarly, the carbohydrate force

field, although interesting for the parameterization of five and

six membered sugar rings, has a very narrow chemical space.

The MATCH libraries based on the carbohydrate force field

could only parameterize 59 out of the 336 CGENFF molecules,

which included all the ether molecules. Similarly, the ether

force field, much like the carbohydrate force field, is very spe-

cific and contains simple aliphatic and ring ether molecules

and the associated MATCH libraries were only able to type and

parameterize 21 of the CGENFF molecules. The R2 correlation

for the atomic charges is 1.0 and the average percentage error

is 0.5%, though all but one molecule had charges that were

exactly reproduced.

To quantify the relationship between the percentage

unsigned error in charge and physical properties of a mole-

cule, we calculated the solvation energy using an implicit sol-

vent model: generalized born with molecular volume[30] for

both the CGENFF and protein molecules with their original

charge/parameters and their MATCH generated parameters.

Figure 6A displays the correlation of solvation energy for

CGENFF molecules using their topological charges and param-

eters compared to the ones calculated using the protein

MATCH libraries. As mentioned prior there was a 16%
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unsigned error when calculating the atomic charges of the

molecules found in CGENFF using the protein MATCH libraries,

yet there remains a very strong correlation (R2 ¼ 0.99)

between the solvation energy calculated using both charging/

parameterization schemes. It should be noted that there were

two outliers GUAN and PHEO, in both cases the protein force

field lacked the necessary chemical space to correctly calculate

the formal charge. These were the first instances of observing

this type of malfunction and appear to be very rare. An addi-

tional feature was added that allows the user to specify the

formal charge of a molecule as a precaution to future occur-

rences. When removing these, the average unsigned error in

solvation energy is 2.2 kcal/mol. In Figure 6B the reverse case

is examined which is the calculation of the solvation energy of

protein molecules with their native CHARMM charge and pa-

rameters compared to the CGENFF MATCH scheme of parame-

ters. In this case, the cross validation study yielded only a 6%

error in the charges, consequently the average difference in

solvation energy is around 0.6 kcal/mol with and R2 of 1.0,

which is very promising.

Cross validation of parameters

The quality of the parameters that are generated through this

cross validation study are further investigated for the case in

which the MATCH libraries from the protein force field are

used to parameterize the CGENFF molecules. This combination

requires the most extensive extrapolation of parameters from

the MATCH libraries and, thus, should give a realistic scenario

of our parametization procedure (Fig. 7). The R2 correlation

between the predicted and actual van der Waals well-depth (e)
and radius (Rmin) parameters are 0.79 and 0.96, respectively. It

is not entirely surprising that there is a relative decrease in the

correlation for the well-depth parameters compared to the ra-

dius due to the fact that the protein force field does not con-

tain any nitrogen atoms within a six membered ring. Removal

of the 50 data points that correspond to this nitrogen type

results in an R2 of 0.91. The quality of the parameters is quite

high for the equilibrium bond length and force constants with

an R2 correlation of 0.98 and 0.87, respectively, and an average

unsigned error of 0.72% and 5.4%, respectively. The quality of

the angle parameters show a deterioration with an R2 for equi-

librium angle and force constant of 0.57 and 0.41, respectively,

and average unsigned errors of 1.9% and 20.9%, respectively.

The low error for equilibrium angles with the much higher

error in the force constant suggest that the geometry is being

reproduced but the rigidity of the angles is not reproduced

with the same level of accuracy. For dihedral parameters, it is

more difficult to evaluate how similar two sets of dihedrals are

to each other due to the possibility of multiple declarations of

the same dihedral with different multiplicity values. Thus, we

investigated how often there was the same number of declara-

tions as this would be the major contributor to differences in

behavior of the dihedrals. We find that 94.6% of the dihedrals

shared the same number of declarations and of these 87%

had the same multiplicity and 85% had the same multiplicity

and identical reference angles. These results demonstrate that

a large number of dihedral angles are correctly represented as

taking part in the same number of declarations with the same

multiplicity. This is an important observation because the dihe-

dral terms largely determine the shape of the energy land-

scape of the small molecule with the force constants giving

the height the energy barriers.

Parameter substitution

To demonstrate that our atom-type substitution procedure is

able to yield accurate results, we systematically removed one

of the bond, angle or dihedral parameters within the CGENFF

parameter file or a bond increment rule from the CGENFF-

based MATCH libraries and identified the ‘‘best fit’’ or ‘‘nearest

neighbor’’ parameter given the remaining parameters. Figure 8

summarizes the results for this leave-one-out substitution

study on bond, angle, dihedral parameters, and BCI rules. Sub-

stitutions are not applicable to van der Waals parameters since

CGENFF includes van der Waals parameters for each atom

type. For equilibrium bond lengths and angles there is good

agreement between the original and the substituted parame-

ters with an R2 of 0.95 and 0.56, respectively, yielding average

percentage errors of 1.6% and 2.4%, respectively. This ability

to accurately preserve the geometry of a novel molecule with-

out prior knowledge of the parameters is critical. It should be

Figure 7. Quality of the CGENFF force field parameters that were extrapo-

lated from the protein force field libraries in MATCH.
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noted that for the equilibrium angles there is a small subset

that contain infrequently used atom types. Due to their rarity,

finding a suitable substitute does not exist in the CGENFF pa-

rameter set. Out of �1500, about 20 fall into this category,

which primarily include atoms that bridge fused rings. R2

greatly improves on removal of these points. Identifying these

poor substitutions is currently being investigated.

The results for substitutions involving the bond and angle

force constants display a decrease in accuracy with an R2 of

0.51 and 0.34, respectively. However, correctly computing the

force constants is of less importance than the equilibrium val-

ues as they impact the flexibility of the molecule, but not its

lowest energy conformation. In many high-throughput drug

design scenarios, a rough estimate of the force constants suffi-

ces in producing a reasonable parameter set for modeling the

structure of a novel molecule. For researchers who plan to do

extensive dynamic simulations using MATCH parameterized

ligands, further validation may be required. As mentioned in

the previous section, there is a difficulty in assessing similarity

in dihedral parameters. We examined whether the substituted

dihedral had the same number of declarations as the original

value: 88% of the time the substituted dihedral shares the

same number of declarations as the original. Of these 88%,

95% had the same multiplicity value and 92% had the same

multiplicity and identical reference angles. Lastly, the bond-in-

crement substitution is promising with an R2 of 0.76 and aver-

age unsigned error of 0.055 electron units. Not all parameters

will be generated by substitutions, rather just the minority

that is not explicitly defined in a given force field. This leave-

one-out study along with the results from our cross-validation

studies demonstrate that the atom type substitution strategy

greatly increases the chemical space that a force field can

cover by extrapolation or interpolation without a significant

sacrifice in accuracy.

PubChem database screen

CGENFF is the most diverse CHARMM force field and provides

the most extensive coverage of chemical space. As observed

in the previous section it encompasses the chemical space

that is spanned by all of the other CHARMM force fields. Here,

we assess the ability of the CGENFF-specific MATCH libraries to

generate topology and parameter files for one million drug-

like molecules from the PubChem database and estimate the

upper limit of the extensibility of the MATCH libraries based

on the current generation of the CGENFF force field 2. The

overall success rate is 84.14%, where success is defined as

MATCH’s ability to generate CHARMM rtf and param files fol-

lowed by minimization of the energy of the molecule with

CHARMM. Only �2 seconds were required to process each

compound suggesting that MATCH can be incorporated into

high-throughput drug design strategies. Additionally, each

molecule only has to be processed once to be included in any

number of molecular mechanics calculations. Furthermore, as

illustrated by the results summarized in Figure 9, the quality of

the final minimized structures is very high. After energy mini-

mization, all molecules are within 0.75 Å RMSD of their initial

pdb structure. The PubChem pdb structures are not necessar-

ily crystallographic structures; therefore, reproducing the exact

PubChem structure is not a goal of this exercise, but rather

the reasonably low RMSD indicates that the geometry of the

molecule is retained when the structure is minimized with the

Figure 8. Comparison of the ‘best fit’ computed parameters to the original

parameters in the leave one out substitution study.

Figure 9. Quality of the minimized structures for the PubChem drug-like

molecules that were successfully processed using the CGENFF libraries

within MATCH to generate their respective topology and parameter files.

RMSD was computed by comparing conformations found in the PubChem

database to the ones after minimization.
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parameters assigned from MATCH parameterization based on

the CGENFF libraries Although these are encouraging results, it

is important to investigate why some of the molecules we

examined were not successfully processed by MATCH. Because

we removed all molecules containing elements not repre-

sented in the CGENFF force field, all atoms will be typed. This

is clear from the innate hierarchy for the CGENFF atom types.

However, due to the large number of types, there are many

combinations that do not have known BCI rules so no satisfac-

tory substitution increment rule is identified. In addition, corre-

sponding bond, angle, and dihedral parameter substitutions

may not be identified. It is possible to increase the combina-

tion of allowed bond increments (and other parameter substi-

tutions) by allowing a less strict substitution criterion for

unknown increments (and parameters). However, this generally

leads to overall lower quality parameterization (results not

shown). A more practical approach would be to increase the

chemical space of the bond increment rules (and parameters)

by indentifying distinct model compounds or fragments that

lie outside of the space encompassed by the CGENFF libraries,

determine the associated charge distributions from quantum

chemical calculations2 and then construct the additional BCI

rules, as well as other force field parameters. Future goals are

to census the entire PubChem database for drug-like mole-

cules and look for the chemical space that is prevalent yet is

not included in the CGENFF-specific MATCH libraries. Learning

the BCIs and parameters for a select number of new chemical

groups will greatly expand the total chemical space covered

by MATCH.

Conclusion

We have presented a library of functions and data structures,

collectively called MATCH, which is designed to facilitate the

automated selection of appropriate atom types, partial

charges, and molecular parameters for common molecular

mechanics force fields. The toolset is customizable and extensi-

ble, such that it can act both as a solution for extrapolating

and interpolating from the known chemical space to novel

molecules and as a tool to study the effects of specific param-

eter choices and parameterization strategies. Through cross

validation studies we have shown that it is possible to accu-

rately replicate atomic charges and parameters using rules

derived from another force field. This strategy has significant

potential; however, the ability of MATCH to successfully gener-

ate the new parameter and topology files and the quality of

the results are directly dependent on the chemical diversity

that exists in the original force field topology file that is used

to generate the force-field specific MATCH libraries. Given the

ability of the CGENFF-derived MATCH libraries to construct

physically meaningful parameters and partial charge assign-

ments for 84% of the randomly selected drug-like compounds

in the PubChem Database, MATCH with its current CHARMM-

based libraries is a promising tool for high-throughput drug

design applications based on the biomolecular CHARMM

force field.

Future work will focus on the development of an automated

procedure for generating the molecular fragments of atom

types and the development of a measure of the quality of

both the atomic charges and parameters to understand when

a substitution of a parameter or a bond increment is likely to

be too detrimental to be included. In this study we actively

participated in defining the molecular fragments to ensure

that the simplest representation of an atom type was gener-

ated. Automated procedures were investigated, but ultimately

they produced suboptimal results compared with strategies

that incorporated expert knowledge. With further research, the

automated fragment generation feature will enable the MATCH

strategy to be even more generalizable and facilitate the

seamless integration of additional force field topology files

into force-field specific MATCH libraries. Finally, MATCH param-

eter extrapolation and interpolation can be useful in identify-

ing the shortcomings of a particular force field and focus opti-

mization efforts on the parameters of specific chemical groups

that can lead to the greatest improvement in overall quality of

charges and parameters.
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